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We would ask you to take a look at our track regulations to contribute to the smooth operation and track safety at Arena33.
§1 General Information
A) Operating company of the RC Car track is the ToniSport GmbH.
B) Any driver agrees to the track regulations when buying a day ticket or participating in a race. The registration in the guest list is mandatory.
C) Orders expressed by the track service or Arena33 team have to be accepted.
D) All drivers have the duty to follow the track regulations. In particular they are obligated to take care of the safety of any spectator.
§2 Track Usage
A) The price of a day ticket is 12,50 €. The fee has to be paid before track usage and will not be refunded.
B) If a driver is not willing to pay and refuses the payment request for several times, he will have to leave the race track immediately. After a repeated refusal of paying the
entry fee there will be the option of expressing an Arena33 ban for one season.
C) Guest drivers have the option to use the race track from Friday till Sunday. Business hours look like the following: Friday 14:00 – 20:00 hrs, Saturday 10:00 – 22:00 hrs,
Sunday 10:00 – 19:00 hrs. Business hours may differ in cases of race days or track conversion. More information regarding race dates and current business hours can be seen
on our Facebook page or website www.arena33.de.
D) The usage of the facility occurs at your own risk. The ToniSport GmbH assumes no liability in terms of harms caused to material or persons.
E) In particular the ToniSport GmbH assumes no liability for the RC equipment, RC Cars, valuables, amounts in cash, garments or other things brought for practicing purposes.
F) The access of the race track with another purpose than using an RC Car is forbidden. The race track is exclusively opened for electro RC Cars with 1:12 and 1:10 scale.
G) Safety-relevant parts as functioning breaks and foam bumpers have to be mounted. Driving without body is not allowed.
H) For security reasons the usage of RC Cars beside the race track (e.g. in the pit area) is forbidden.
I) It is not allowed to open or move the track borders.
J) Facilities have to be kept clean. Waste has to be disposed in the bins. The disposal of bulky and toxic waste is prohibited. The intentional damage or soiling of the facility is
strictly forbidden.
K) When charging the LiPos the provisions of the manufacturer have necessarily to be observed. LiPos solely have to be charged with connected balancer cables. The usage of
a LiPo charging bag is absolutely necessary.
§3 Behavior
A) Visitors have to stay behind the barriers and are not allowed to enter the race track.
B) Children less than 14 years of age are not allowed to enter the race track, pit lane and pit area without parental control. Parents are responsible for their children. Dogs
have to be kept leashed. The owner bears liability for the animals brought in.
C) The entering of the race track by drivers and helpers is only permitted after having heard an acoustical sound. On race days you have to wear a safety west at any event
days. Visitors and other persons are not allowed to enter the race track.
D) Repairs made to RC Cars are only allowed to be executed inside the pit area – never at the race track.

E) If a vehicle can’t drive any more due to an accident or technical damage drivers have to communicate this circumstance through a loud acclamation. Nearby the accident site
the speed hast significantly to be reduced.
§4 Emergency
In case of an emergency you have to provide first aid and call the emergency service. You can find extinguishers all around the race track. The Arena33 team will provide you
with dressing material if needed.





Emergency call: 110 / Fire department: 112
Hospital: St. Nikolaus-Stifthospital, Ernestus-Platz 1, 56626 Andernach, 02632 4040
Police station Andernach: 02632 9210

